
SEM -V SEC (Honours &Program Course) 

Answer any one of the following:                                                                              10 x 1 = 10 

1. Summarise the following passage. Give a suitable title. 

 

Most of us know that cancer, heart disease and stroke are the leading causes of death in the west. But many people 

would be surprised by the next biggest killer: the side effects of prescription medicines. Adverse drug reaction kills 

more than 110,000 people in a year in the United Kingdom, and more than 100 000 in the United States of America.  

Many studies published in the scientific literature comparing drug side effects in humans and animals have found 

animal tests to be unlikely to predict any more accurately than if you had simply tossed a coin. One review of human- 

animal correlation in drugs that has been withdrawn found that animal tests predicted the human side effects only six 

out of 114 times. Hundreds of drugs used to treat strokes have been found safe and effective in animal studies, and 

then injured or killed patients in clinical trials.  

Dr Richard Klausner, former director of the US National Cancer Institute lamented that the history of cancer research 

has been a history of curing cancer in the mouse. ‘’we have cured mice of cancer for decades, antisimply did not work 

on humans’’. Cigarette smoke, asbestos, arsenic, benzene, alcohol and glass fibre are all safe to ingest, according to 

animal studies. Penicillin , the world’s first antibiotic, was delayed for more than 10years by misleading results from 

experiments on rabbits, and would have been shelved forever had it  been tested on guinea pigs, which it kills. Even 

the handbook of laboratory Animal Science admits that uncritical reliance on the results of animal tests can be 

dangerously misleading and has cost the health lives of tens of thousands of humans. 

Summarise the following poem. 

I wandered lonely as a cloud 
     That floats on high o'er vales and hills, 
      When all at once I saw a crowd, 

A host, of golden daffodils; 
      Beside the lake, beneath the trees, 

Fluttering and dancing in the breeze. 
 
Continuous as the stars that shine 
And twinkle on the milky way, 
They stretched in never-ending line 
Along the margin of a bay: 
Ten thousand saw I at a glance, 
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance. 
 
The waves beside them danced; but they 
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee: 
A poet could not but be gay, 
In such a jocund company: 

      I gazed—and gazed—but little thought 
What wealth the show to me had brought: 
 
For oft, when on my couch I lie 
In vacant or in pensive mood, 
They flash upon that inward eye 
Which is the bliss of solitude; 
And then my heart with pleasure fills, 



And dances with the daffodils. 
 
 

3. Proofread the following passage by inserting / deleting punctuation marks, spelling changes and correcting other 
errors: 
 
 Every poem is to be enjoyed, for and to be judged, by His own particular qualities; and dryden as other poets will 
yield no delight If you go to him for qualities he does not possess it is no use expecting from him the high colours 
of milton the semi-mystic naturelove of wordsworth the idealisms of shelly, for he lacked these things, as They in 
their turn wanted other qualities. 
 
 

 


